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ABSTRACT 
An equivalent condition is given for the existence of a strictly positive order continuous linear 
functional invariant under the adjoint of a positive order continuous operator on a Riesz space. 
A dual version of this condition gives an equivalent condition for the existence of a weak unit 
invariant under a positive operator on a perfect Banach lattice. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the ergodic theory of Markov operators important results, such as the 
pointwise ergodic theorem, depend upon the existence of a subinvariant 
equivalent measure. The purpose of this note is to generalize to the context of 
Riesz spaces these notions and an equivalent condition, proved in [6] by Neveu. 
Further references to the history of the subject (for Markov operators) appear 
in [3]. We will also apply these results by duality to find a criterion for the 
existence of (sub-) invariant weak units for a positive operator on a perfect 
Banach lattice, which was proved earlier differently. 
A Markov operator is a positive contraction on a Lt space of some o-finite 
measure. It can also be defined as an order continuous positive contraction P 
on the dual space L, ; this is equivalent to it being the adjoint of a positive 
contraction on L, (see [4], Q 1). The reason for this is that by the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem L1, apart from being the predual of L,, is also the space of 
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all order continuous linear functionals on L,. This implies that the adjoint of 
P, which acts on the dual of L,, leaves L1 invariant. A finite ‘invariant 
measure is an element of L, that is a fixed point of the adjoint of P. When 
considered as a positive linear functional, this measure is equivalent to the given 
measure iff it is strictly positive (its value for any nonzero characteristic 
function is nonzero). 
Let L be a Riesz space. We wish to generalize results from L, to L. We will 
use the terminology of [7], [8], and [2]. Disjointness in L will be denoted by 
I, and for a subset A of L, Ad is the band {y~L:y IX (xEA)}. 
The order dual L - of L is the space of all order bounded linear functionals 
on L. L[ is the band of L consisting of the order continuous functionals. The 
null ideal of OrvEL- is the idealN,: ={x~L:v(lxI)=O}. If qczL;, thenN, 
is a band in L. A functional 0 I v EL - is strictly positive if N, = (0). This is 
denoted v * 0. 
P will always be an order continuous positive linear operator on L. Its order 
adjoint P- is defined on L- by (x,P”v> = (Px,v) for all XEL, VEL”. 
Clearly P- (L; ) CL, . OSVEL- is called invariant under P if P-v= v. 
EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT FUNCTIONALS 
Our main result is a generalization of a classical theorem that characterizes 
the existence of a finite invariant equivalent measure for a Markov operator. 
The proof uses Banach limits. First we need a lemma. It was suggested by the 
referee, and simplifies the original. 
LEMMA 1. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space possessing a strictly positive 
order continuous linear functional A. Let v be a positive linear functional on 
L, and let v, be its projection on the band L,. Then NV is an order dense ideal 
in Np. In particular NV = (0) if and only if N,, = (0). 
PROOF. Put I,U: =v-yl. Then OS~EL-, v=~+I,Y and VIA. By [8], Th. 
90.5, CwcN,. Since 1 is strictly positive, we have N* = {0}, so C,,, = (0) and 
consequently N, is an order dense ideal in L. This together with N, = Npfl NW 
implies that N,, is order dense in N,. 
A Banach limit is a positive linear functional LIM on I,, such that for all 
(X,>ELc we have LIM(x,) = LIM(x,+,), and LIM(x,)rlim inf x, (see for 
example [3] Ch. IV). n 
THEOREM 2. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space with a weak unit u and a 
strictly positive order continuous linear functional A. Let P be an order con- 
tinuous positive operator on L, with Pu= u. A necessary condition for the 
existence of a strictly positive order continuous linear functional p invariant 
under P is 
(1) lim inf (P”h,il)>O for every O<heL. n 
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This condition is sufficient if also 
(2) sup (P”h, A > < 03 for every h EL. n 
If L has a locally solid topology z such that A is continuous and the set of 
operators {P”}pEl is equicontinuous in s, then condition (2) is satisfied and 9 
is continuous in z. 
PROOF OF NECESSITY. Let O+~E L; be P-invariant, and assume that for 
heL+ one has 
(*) lim inf (P”h, 1) = 0. n 
Since u is a weak unit, by taking h A u we can assume without loss of generality 
that h I u, and so for all n P”h I P”u = U. Now it is well known that A, being 
strictly positive, is a weak unit in L;. Thus 9 - (9/\M)Lk0. For every 
k= 1,2, . . . and n=1,2,... 
(P”h,9)=(P”h,9/\kA)+(P”h,9-9/\M)r 
Ik(P”h,A)+(u,97(9Akkn)>. 
We can fix k so that the right summand is arbitrarily small, and together with 
(*) we get lim inf (P”h,9) =O. But P-9=9, so (h,9)=0, and from 9%0 
n 
follows h = 0. 
PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY ASSUMING(~). (2) implies that the operator 
T(h): =((Ph,A),(P2hJ) ,...) 
maps L into 1,. Take a Banach limit LIM on I,. Then v : = LIM 0 T defines a 
positive linear functional on L. From the shift property of LIM we get 
(h,P-v) = (Ph,v) =LIM((P”+‘h,,l))=LIM((P”h,il))= (h,v) 
so P-v= v. Let 9 be the projection of v on L;. P-9lP-v= v, and since 
P-9 EL;, the maximality of the projection gives P-9 I 9. Also (u, P-9) = 
= (Pu, 9) = (u, 9)) so from the order continuity of 9 -P-9 which is L 0 and 
the fact that u is a weak unit in L we get P-9 = 9. We show now that N, = (0). 
Otherwise there exists by Lemma 1 some 0 <h EN,. But (1) gives 
(h,v) =LIM((P”h,A))>lim inf (P”h,l)>O 
contradicting h E N,, . 
Let now r be a locally solid topology in L such that I is continuous and 
{P”} equicontinuous in t. Then (2) is satisfied since A is continuous and the set 
(Pnh} is r-bounded (For let V be any O-neighborhood in r. By equicontinuity 
there exists a O-neighborhood Vi with P”(V,) C V for all n. h is absorbed by Vi, 
and thus {P”h} is absorbed by V). To show that T is r-continuous, let E>O be 
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given. From the continuity of Iz there exists a O-neighborhood Y in r with 
I&x)~ <E for all x E I/. By equicontinuity of {P”} there exists Vi with P”(V,) c I’ 
for all n, so for all h E I/ we get jl Thjl, <E. Now LIM is continuous on I, (it 
is positive), so v is continuous in r. Finally q is continuous in z because v, I v 
and L’ is an ideal in L. 
REMARKS. 1) The condition on the topology is easy to formulate when L is 
a normed lattice. It says then that sup, /IP"II <03. If L is also Banach, then 1 
is automatically continuous as a positive linear functional. 
2) In proving the sufficiency we used Pu = u merely to obtain from P-y, I p 
equality. Hence if no such u exits (even if L has no weak unit at all) we still 
get a subinvariant 0 Q p E L, . The assumption Pu = u is also not needed if L is 
a Banach lattice with an order continuous norm, since then v itself, which is 
positive, is order continuous, and we do not have to use a, at all. 
Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. Then Pu=u implies that the 
order dense ideal I, generated by u is invariant under P. In Ch. IV of [3], 
culminating in Th. E and its corollaries, it is proved that for a Markov operator 
on L, our condition (1) is equivalent to conditions (c)-(f) in the following 
Theorem 3. The method there is based on a lemma which in our notations states 
the following: 
Let O<f I u not satisfy condition (1). Then there exists O<grf and an 
infinite sequence {nj} such that CL, Pni g12u. 
Using the lemma one readily obtains the existence of nonzero components u 
of u for which l/N Cr=‘=, P”v converges to 0 u-uniformly. 
This method carries over with almost no change for the operator P on I,, 
and Theorem 2 thus yields 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 including condition (2) the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) There exists some Oe v, EL, invariant under P. 
(b) For every 0 <f E I,, lim inf (P”J 1) > 0. 
(c) For every 0 <f~ I,, lim inf 1 /N Cf= 1 ( Pnf, A > > 0. 
N 
(d) For every 0 <f E I,, lim sup 1 /N Cf= I <P”J A > > 0. 
N 
(e) For no 0 <f E I,, does l/N Cr=, P"f order-converge to zero as N-too. 
(f) For no 0 <f E I, does l/N Cf=, P"f converge to zero u-uniformly as 
N-+m. 
One can also obtain a converse result: 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 including condition (2) the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) There does not exist any nonzero invariant v, E Lg. 
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(b) There exists a sequence of positive elements {f,) increasing to u such 
that, for all m, l/N Cf=, Pnfn converges to zero u-uniformIy as N-+co. 
Application to invariant weak units. 
For perfect Riesz spaces we can deduce the existence of subinvariant weak 
units from Theorem 2. Recall that a Riesz space L is called perfect if the 
embedding of L in (L;), is surjective, and thus L and (L;); are isomorphic. 
THEOREM 5. Let L be perfect Riesz space with a weak unit v. Let P be 
positive (necessarily order continuous) on L. If the conditions 
(1) lim inf (P”u,y,)>O for every O<qEL, 
(2) sup (P”v,a,><~ for every v)EL; n 
are satisfied, then there exists a weak unit u in L with PUS u. 
PROOF. P is a positive order continuous operator on L;. The element v, 
identified with its image in (L;), , is strictly positive. So if we put in the suffi- 
ciency part of Theorem 2 (taking into account Remark 2) L, instead of L, P- 
instead of P and v instead of A, we obtain the existence of a O+ u E (L; ); = L 
with PUS U. The strict positivity of u as a linear functional ensures now that 
it is a weak unit in L. 
For a Riesz space endowed with a complete metrizable locally solid topology 
any positive linear functional is continuous. The topology is called Lebesgue if 
order convergence implies topological convergence (for Banach lattices this 
coincides with the definition of order continuous norm). 
A Banach lattice with an order continuous norm is perfect if and only if every 
norm bounded increasing sequence has a supremum (cf. [2], Th. 22.2). Thus 
the next theorem constitutes for Banach lattices a proof different from [5], 
Cor. 1, and [l], Th. 2.3. 
THEOREM 6. Let L be a perfect Riesz space with a Lebesgue metrizable 
complete topology z. Let v be a weak unit in L. Let P be a positive operator 
on L such that (P”} is equicontinuous in t. Then 
(1) lim inf (P”v,a,>>O for every O<pEL; 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a weak unit u with 
Pu=u. 
PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY. Denote the dual space of L by L’. Since t is metri- 
zable complete and Lebesgue, L’=L; (the inclusion of L’ in L; follows 
immediately from Lebesgueness, while the other inclusion is a consequence of 
the properties of r by our previous remark). 
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As in the proof of Theorem 2 condition (2) of Theorem 5 is implied by the 
equicontinuity, so by Theorem 5 there exists a weak unit ui in L with Pur I ul. 
Let u be the infimum of the decreasing sequence {P”ui), which exists since 
a perfect Riesz space is Dedekind complete. Since r is Lebesgue we have 
u =lim P’u,, and Pu = u. It remains to prove that u is a weak unit in L. 
Suppose, on the contrary that it is not. Then, as an element of (L;), , it is not 
strictly positive, so there exists some 0 <VI EL, = L’ such that (u,.~) = 0. For 
k= 1,2, . . . and n= 1,2, . . . we have 
(*I (P”u,qi!J)=(P”(uAku,),g?)-t(P”(u-uAku,),p)I 
rk(P”u,,yl)+(P”(u-oAkul),~). 
Since u1 is a weak unit, u~kuifu, which implies that the right term can be 
made arbitrarily small uniformly in n, by taking k large enough, as the topology 
is Lebesgue and {P”} is equicontinuous. Furthermore, (Pnul, p> can be made 
small by taking IZ large, since lim P”ul = u and (u, q) = 0. Thus we get from 
(*) lim (P’u, p) = 0 contradicting condition (1). 
PROOF OF NECESSITY. Suppose that for some 0 5 v, EL’ we have 
(**I n lim inf (P’u, p) = 0. 
Since u is a weak unit u - (u A ku)l kO, and by Lebesgueness u - (uA ku) ---% 0. 
For k= 1,2, . . . and n = 1,2, . . . we have similarly to (*) 
(***) (P”u,O,)rk(P”u,a,>+<P”(u-uAku),y,). 
Let E>O be given. By continuity of p there exists a O-neighborhood V in r 
with I(JJ, q)/ <E whenever YE V. By equicontinuity of {P”} there exists a 
O-neighborhood V, in r with P”(Vl) C I/ for all n. Choose k large enough so 
thatu-uAku~~~.Then(P”(u-uAku),~)<&forallnso(**)and(***)give 
lim inf (P%, p) = 0. But Pu = u so (u, q) = 0, and since u is a weak unit in L 
n 
and v, is order continuous we get p=O. 
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